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We propose and study systems of coupled atomic wires in a perpendicular synthetic magnetic field
as a platform to realize exotic phases of quantum matter. This includes (fractional) quantum Hall
states in arrays of many wires inspired by the pioneering work [Kane et al. PRL 88, 036401 (2002)],
as well as Meissner phases and Vortex phases in double-wires. With one continuous and one discrete
spatial dimension, the proposed setup naturally complements recently realized discrete counterparts,
i.e. the Harper-Hofstadter model and the two leg flux ladder, respectively. We present both an in-
depth theoretical study and a detailed experimental proposal to make the unique properties of the
semi-continuous Harper-Hofstadter model accessible with cold atom experiments. For the minimal
setup of a double-wire, we explore how a sub-wavelength spacing of the wires can be implemented.
This construction increases the relevant energy scales by at least an order of magnitude compared to
ordinary optical lattices, thus rendering subtle many-body phenomena such as Lifshitz transitions
in Fermi gases observable in an experimentally realistic parameter regime. For arrays of many wires,
we discuss the emergence of Chern bands with readily tunable flatness of the dispersion and show
how fractional quantum Hall states can be stabilized in such systems. Using for the creation of
optical potentials Laguerre-Gauss beams that carry orbital angular momentum, we detail how the
coupled atomic wire setups can be realized in non-planar geometries such as cylinders, discs, and
tori.

I. INTRODUCTION

Synthetic matter based on ultracold atomic gases in
optical potentials [1] has established itself as one of
the most promising experimental routes to realize exotic
quantum matter [2, 3]. Recent theoretical [4–10] and
seminal experimental [11–16] results on the implementa-
tion of synthetic magnetic fields and even non-Abelian
gauge fields such as synthetic spin-orbit coupling [17]
have paved the way towards realizing topological insu-
lators [18, 19] with ultracold atoms [3]. In particular, the
Harper Hofstadter (HH) Hamiltonian [20], introduced to
describe the motion of electrons in a 2D square lattice
exposed to a perpendicular magnetic field has recently
been experimentally realized with cold atoms in optical
lattices [13, 14].

In the present work, we propose and present a detailed
study of ultracold atomic gases confined to an array of
coupled wires forming a 2D system with one continu-
ous and one discrete dimension with synthetic magnetic
fields. Employing Raman-assisted tunneling techniques
[4, 6, 8] to generate artificial magnetic fluxes, we intro-
duce an experimentally feasible scheme for the imple-
mentation of a semi-continuous generalization of the HH
model. We are interested in particular in a physical real-
ization of this model for various geometries: this includes
a planar setup (see Fig. 1(a)), which can be realized as
a variant of existing cold atom experiments with optical
lattices, or as disks, cylinders, or tori (see Fig. 1 (b)-(c)),
which is achieved by employing optical potentials created
from Laguerre-Gauss laser beams carrying orbital angu-
lar momentum (OAM) [21–23]. Below, we will consider

both bosonic and fermionic atomic quantum many-body
systems, and we will explore the rich variety of exotic
phases of matter that can be realized in such coupled
atomic wires.

The non-interacting part H0 of the Hamiltonian de-
scribing an array of coupled wires is given by

H0 =
∑
y

∫
dx
[
ψ†x,y

p2
x

2m
ψx,y + (Jx ψ

†
x,yψx,y+a + h.c.)

]
.

(1)

Here, ψx,y annihilates a particle at position r = (x, y),
and Jx = Jeiφx (J > 0) denotes the complex hopping
amplitude in the discrete y-direction for atoms of massm,
where φ determines the homogeneous synthetic magnetic
flux of the system, defining a magnetic length lB ≡ 2π/φ,
and a denotes the lattice spacing in y-direction. We note
that for non-planar geometries (see Fig. 1 (b)-(c)), the
coordinates x, y should be understood as local coordi-
nates tangent to the curved 2D system, where x always
represents the continuous (i.e. for coupled rings circum-
ferential) direction, and y refers to sites in the discrete
direction. In the atomic context, H0 can be realized both
with fermionic and bosonic atoms. The long-wavelength
scattering between the atoms gives rise to a (two-body)
interaction HI , and the total Hamiltonian is hence given
by

H = H0 +HI . (2)

As the relevant scattering channels differ for bosons and
fermions thus giving rise to different forms of HI , we will
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Systems of wires in various geome-
tries coupled by Raman-induced hopping with amplitude
Jx = Jeiφx inducing artificial magnetic field with a flux quan-
tum Φ0 threading a unit cell of length lB along the wires.
Panel (a) planar geometry. Panel (b) structure of a cylinder
spanned by a set of parallel rings. Panel (c) geometry of a
torus constructed using two nested coaxial cylinders coupled
only at the end rings of each cylinder via Raman-induced
hopping.

specify HI for the individual examples considered in this
work.

In a condensed matter context, similar models have
been introduced by Kane et al. [27, 28] for electronic sys-
tems to study fractional quantum Hall (FQH) physics
[24–26] in tunnel-coupled nano-wires, known as the cou-
pled wire construction. There, the relevance in the renor-
malization group sense of specific tunnel-coupling terms
occurring as perturbations to the strongly correlated un-
coupled 1D wires is investigated. Here, we focus on a
different limit, where the strongly tunnel-coupled wires
form quasi-flat partially filled Chern bands [29] which,
adding interactions, host FQH states. Below, we argue
how FQH states such as Laughlin states [25] can be sta-
bilized in this setup and present a numerical analysis for
realistic parameters in support of these claims. Remark-
ably, here the flatness of the lowest band can be directly
tuned by changing the hopping strength J . While the
controlled realization of coupled wire systems in conven-
tional materials is challenging, the remarkable flexibil-
ity and tunability of ultracold atomic gases may open a
new playground for the synthetic realization of topologi-
cal phases of quantum matter.

For a minimal system of two coupled wires, we compare
for both bosonic and fermionic gases the phase diagram
to that of a two-leg ladder – the well studied discrete
analog [15, 30–34]. From an experimental point of view,
a key challenge is a sufficiently strong couplings J (with

Raman schemes to realize the artificial gauge field) in
relation to the temperature. We will address this problem
by proposing a setup of a double wire with subwavelength
separation extending recent work [35] (see also Ref. [36]),
which allows a strong enhancement by Raman-induced
tunneling orders of magnitude of the relevant couplings
over standard optical lattices schemes with spacing a =
λ/2 , where λ is the wavelength of the light. In the case
of a weakly or non-interacting gas of fermionic atoms,
subwavelength double wires promise observation of chiral
edge currents with non-analytic behavior for atoms at
Lifshitz transitions of the Fermi surface.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
In Section II, we theoretically analyze the model of cou-
pled wires, focusing on geometries and parameter regimes
that are of immediate relevance for the proposed imple-
mentation with ultracold atomic gases that is detailed in
Section III. Finally, in Section IV we provide a concluding
discussion of our results.

II. CHERN BANDS AND TOPOLOGICAL
PHASES IN COUPLED ATOMIC WIRES

In this Section, we discuss the properties of systems
described by the discrete-continuous Hamiltonian with
artificial gauge fields given in Eqs. (1) and (2) in vari-
ous geometries such as planar, cylindrical and toroidal,
the experimental implementation of which is discussed
in detail in the subsequent Sec. III. In anticipation of
the atomic physics analysis, we will identify the relevant
physical parameters and energy scales, to be compared
with the experimentally achievable parameters for vari-
ous setups in Sec. III. In Sec. II A, we discuss the topo-
logical band structure of the Hamiltonian (1) in the pres-
ence of translation invariance, i.e. in the geometry of an
infinite plane or a (finite) torus. In Sec. II B, we turn to
a cylindric or planar ribbon geometry of N wires, and
investigate the occurrence of edge states. In Sec. II C,
a minimal, analytically treatable case of N = 2 paral-
lel wires or rings is analyzed. Adding interactions, we
study in Sec. IID a strongly correlated bosonic gas. In
the framework of exact diagonalization, we discuss the
realization of robust fractional Quantum Hall physics in
flat-band systems.

A. Translation invariant model

We start by considering the free Hamiltonian in
Eq. (1). Assuming translation invariance in y-direction,
we can separate the corresponding motion by using the
plane waves with a quasimomentum ky ∈ [−π/a, π/a]
with a the lattice spacing in the y-direction. For a given
ky, the first quantized Hamiltonian in the x-direction
takes the form

hx,ky = − ~2

2m

d2

dx2
+ 2J cos(φx+ kya). (3)
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Eq. (3) describes a 1D particle moving in a potential with
a period given by the magnetic length lB = 2π/φ. The
form of Eq. (3) parametrically depends on ky in a way
that makes the Hall response of the system intuitively
clear. Varying ky by 2π/a, i.e. once around the Brillouin
zone (BZ), the potential slides `B ≡ 2π/φ in x-direction,
i.e. by one period of the potential in Eq. (3). In agreement
with this intuitive picture, the Chern number Cα of a
Bloch band α [37], defined in terms of the projection
Pαk onto the Bloch state |uαk 〉 at lattice momentum k =
(kx, ky) as

Cα =
i

2π

∫
BZ

d2k Tr
{
Pαk
[
(∂kxP

α
k ), (∂kyP

α
k )
]}

= 1 (4)

is always one, irrespective of the parameter values as
long as the band is separated by an energy gap from
the other bands. As is clear from the translational sym-
metry of Eq. (3), the spectrum of the system is indepen-
dent of ky and so is the concomitant Berry curvature
Fαk = iTr

{
Pαk
[
(∂kxP

α
k ), (∂kyP

α
k )
]}

.
An example of the kx-dependent band structure is

shown in Fig. 2. Interestingly, and in contrast to the
discrete HH model, increasing the hopping strength J
here provides a simple knob to make the energy spec-
trum flat as soon as the dimensionless parameter J̃ ≡
J/(~2φ2/2m) & 1. The flatness is characterized by the
ratio of the gap to the first excited state to the width
of the lowest band. For the specific parameters in Fig. 2
we achieve a flatness ratio of 137 already for J̃ = 0.8
(for scaling of the flatness, and of the Berry curvature we
refer to Appendix A).

B. Finite number of wires

We now consider the case of open boundary conditions
in the discrete direction, reflecting a finite number N of
infinitely long wires in a planar geometry or N parallel
rings in a cylindrical geometry. In this case, ky is not a
good quantum number. However, each individual wire

FIG. 2. (Color online) Band structure kx ∈ [−φ/2,−φ/2)
(φ/2 ≡ π/`B) of the three lowest bands of the free model
Hamiltonian (3). Panel (a) shows a closed geometry of a torus
with N � 1 wires, or for a planar system with an infinite
number of wires. Panel (b) shows energy levels in the limit
of N � 1 of parallel wires; black lines denote energy levels of
states supported in the bulk of the system, red lines show edge
states. In both plots, we have chosen J̃ ≡ J/(~2φ2/2m) = 0.8.

or ring still possesses kx-eigenstates |y, kx〉, labeled by
y = y1, . . . , yN . The eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian (1)
are then of the form

|ψ〉 =

N∑
j=1

cj |yj , kx + φ(j − j0)〉, kx ∈ [−φ/2, φ/2) (5)

for some j0 ∈ Z. For the eigenvectors where the cj ’s are
supported mostly in the bulk of the system, the eigenen-
ergies are similar (for N � 1) to those for an infinite
case. In particular, they are independent of the actual
position of the wavefunction in the bulk and feature the
same band flatness. Reflecting the unit Chern number
of the bands, there are also edge states. For them, the
|cj | are localized on a few (∼ 4

√
J̃) wires, or rings at the

boundary and their energies cross the bulk gap between
different bands.

Probing such edge modes is possible by inducing a
Hall response to a time-dependent magnetic flux along
the lines of the Laughlin argument [38]. To that end,
in a many-particle system of non-interacting ultracold
fermions a synthetic magnetic probe field B = B0ey is
induced by increasing, in a time-dependent manner, the
velocity of the gas in the x direction. This can be done
either by direct stirring [39] or transfer of optical momen-
tum [40]. The result is a measurable transfer of popula-
tion between edge-modes [41], which allows to verify the
topological nature of the Hamiltonian (1).

C. Minimal setup: Two coupled wires

In this Section, we analyze the minimal setup con-
sisting of only N = 2 coupled wires. It represents the
simplest system showing non-trivial artificial magnetic
field effects and is readily realized experimentally (see
Sec. III) [15, 42, 43]. The physics of many particles in
the discrete analog of our system, the two-leg ladder,
has been studied intensively theoretically and experimen-
tally [15, 30–34]. For bosonic particles, the two-leg lad-
der mimics to some extent the behavior of a Type-II su-
perconductor, exhibiting Meissner and vortex phases in
a weak and strong external magnetic field, respectively
[30, 31, 33]. These phases have been demonstrated exper-
imentally [15]. Here, we find similar phenomena in the
bosonic continuous double wire. For fermions, by con-
trast, we show that no vortex phase is present. Instead,
weak and strong field regimes are distinguished by the
presence or absence of Lifshitz transitions, respectively,
manifesting themselves in non-analyticities of the chiral
current.

In the absence of interactions, the physics of the double
wire system is governed by the Hamiltonian (1) where the
sum in the discrete direction y is reduced to two wires,
labeled with L (left) and R (right), respectively. The
resulting Hamiltonian (1) can be easily diagonalized in
Fourier space for the continuous x-direction, exhibiting
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two energy bands

E±(kx) =
~2k2

x

2m
+

~2φ2

2m

(
1

4
±

√
k2
x

φ2
+ J̃2

)
. (6)

Here, J̃ = J/(~2φ2/2m) is the dimensionless interwire
coupling introduced above. The wave functions are given
by

Ψ
(±)
kx

(x) =

2

√
1 +

(
kx

J̃φ

)2
− 1

2(
f±

1
2 e−i

φ
2 x

±f∓ 1
2 ei

φ
2 x

)
eikxx

(7)

with f =
√

1 + (kx/J̃φ)2−(kx/J̃φ), where upper (lower)
component corresponds to the right ΨR(x) [left ΨL(x)]
wire.

The upper band E+(kx) has in the entire parame-
ter regime a single global minimum at kx = 0. The
form of the lower band E−(kx) depends on J̃ . For J̃ <

1/2, it exhibits two degenerate minima at k(1,2)
x = ±kg

with kg = (φ/2)
√

1− 4J̃2 and corresponding eigenstates
|±kg〉 = |±kg〉−. From Eq. (7) for their wave functions
Ψ

(−)
±kg (x) we see that the state |+kg〉 is mostly located

on the right wire, while the state |−kg〉 on the left one.
For J̃ ≥ 1/2, the two minima merge into a single global
minimum, located at k(0)

x = 0 (see inset of Fig. 3).
Non-interacting bosons at zero temperature occupy

for J̃ < 1/2 an equally weighted superposition of the
two lowest-energy states |±kg〉 [we assume the same
number of particles in each wire, see Eq. (7)]. Hence,
the ground state for total particle number M is given
by |G〉 = 2−M/2

(
|kg〉+ eiθ |−kg〉

)⊗M with an arbitrary
phase θ. The difference 2kg of the momentum compo-
nents of this state introduces a length scale in the x-
direction, leading to a periodic spatial modulation of the
particle density

%(x) = 〈Ψ†L(x)ΨL(x)〉 = 〈Ψ†R(x)ΨR(x)〉
∼ cos(2kgx− θ) + const, (8)

and of the chiral current

jC(x) = jL(x)− jR(x) ∼ J̃ cos(2kgx− θ) + 2J̃2,

where jL(R) denotes the probability current in left (right)
wire. This represents the vortex phase. On the contrary,
for J̃ ≥ 1/2, we find a Meissner phase with constant
particle densities in both wires, and the constant chiral
current jC reaching its maximum.

Non-interacting fermions at zero temperature occupy
all states with energies below the chemical potential µ,
and their density % is always constant such that no vortex
phase is present. However, the chiral current, depending
on the chemical potential µ, allows to distinguish the
fermionic analog of the two bosonic phases. In Fig. 3,

0 0.5 1 1.5

µ
[

h̄2φ2

2m

]

-0.25

0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1

j C
/
̺
[

h̄
φ m

]

-0.5 0 0.5

kx [φ]

0

0.25

0.5

0.75

E
±

[

h̄
2
φ
2

2m

]

FIG. 3. (Color online) Chiral current jC for non-interacting
fermions normalized by the particle density % as a function
of the chemical potential µ for different values of the rescaled
coupling J̃ , black: J̃ = 0.25, red: J̃ = 0.75 and for differ-
ent ratios of temperature and coupling kBT/J = 0 (solid),
kBT/J = 0.1 (dashed) and kBT/J = 0.5 (dotted). Inset:
Corresponding band structure. The upper band for the cou-
pling J̃ = 0.75 (red) has much higher energy (not visible in
the inset).

the chiral current is shown as a function of µ, normalized
by the particle density % (solid lines for zero tempera-
ture). We observe a non-analytic behavior of the current
at values of µ where the Fermi surface changes its topol-
ogy, i.e. the system undergoes a Lifshitz transition [44].
For J̃ < 1/2, which for particles with bosonic statistics
would correspond to a vortex phase, two such Lifshitz
transitions occur. The first one, which is only present
for J̃ < 1/2, takes place when the chemical potential
touches the maximum of the lower band. The second
one, existing for any non-vanishing coupling J̃ , occurs
when the chemical potential touches the bottom of the
upper band. Hence, the presence and absence of the first
Lifshitz transition determined by the form of the low-
est band represents the fermionic analog to the bosonic
vortex and Meissner phase, respectively.

At finite temperatures the non-analyticities in the chi-
ral current are smeared out, but still visible for temper-
atures much smaller than the band gap (see dashed lines
in Fig. 3). To resolve the non-analyticities in the chiral
current in an experiment, the temperature has to be suf-
ficiently low compared to energy scales set by coupling J
and flux φ. For the double wire with subwavelength sep-
aration discussed in Sec. III B 1, these non-analyticities
should be observable with current experimental technol-
ogy (dashed lines in Fig. 3). On the contrary, for smaller
couplings strengths, typical for standard setups with wire
separation λ/2, the chiral current is featureless. For de-
tails on the achievable coupling parameters, we refer to
Sections IIIA and III B 2 [45].
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Finally, we note that the phase distinction for both,
the fermionic and the bosonic case, is determined by low
momentum properties of the bands. Hence, it can be
found likewise in the continuous double wire and in the
discrete two-leg ladder.

D. Fractional quantum Hall states in coupled
atomic wires

The FQH effect is the paradigmatic example of
strongly correlated phases of matter that can emerge in
topological bands. It typically occurs when a band with
a non-zero Chern number is partially filled by strongly
interacting particles. For certain rational filling factors
of the band, interactions lead to incompressible states
that can host anyonic fractionally charged excitations.
The typical hierarchy of energy scales where this occurs
is characterized by an interaction strength that is much
larger than the band width but much smaller than the
band gap, hence the interest in flat bands. While this
phenomenon can occur both for fermionic and bosonic
particles, the filling factor at which FQH states appear
depends on the statistics of the particles. For example,
the most prominent FQH state for fermions appears at
filling 1/3 whereas its bosonic counterpart emerges at fill-
ing 1/2. While the FQH effect was experimentally discov-
ered in partially filled Landau levels of a 2D electron gas
exposed to a strong perpendicular magnetic field, i.e., for
electrons, many theoretical studies showed its realization
in the context of cold atomic gases, both for bosons and
fermions, in various setups such as rotating traps [46–48],
optical lattices with an artificial gauge field [49, 50], op-
tical flux lattices [9, 51], and in Chern insulators [52–54]
(for reviews see [55–57]).

Below, we investigate the realization of bosonic FQH
states such as Laughlin states [25] in an array of cou-
pled wires where the non-interacting part of the Hamil-
tonian is given by Eq. (3). The natural interaction be-
tween the bosonic atoms, microscopically stemming from
s-wave scattering, is an on-site interaction in the discrete
y-direction and a contact-interaction in the x direction.
In first quantization, HI is hence given by

HI = U
∑
i<j

δ(xi − xj)δyi,yj . (9)

Physically, this model is in between the HH model for
bosons with on-site interactions and a model of bosons
with contact interactions in a rotating trap, which both
were shown to host the ν = 1/2 Laughlin state in Ref. [49,
50] and Ref. [46], respectively. Intuitively, we hence also
expect this to be the case in the present model.

Interestingly, the present model is also from a for-
mal analytical perspective in between the lowest Landau
level (LLL) in the continuum and the HH on a lattice.
Relating the lattice to the continuum problem, a modi-
fied HH model with longer ranged hopping known as the
Kapit-Mueller model has been constructed in Ref. [58].

It features an exactly flat lowest band spanned by the
same single-particle states as the lowest Landau level,
simply restricted to the discrete positions of the lattice
sites. Then, as the bosonic 1/2 Laughlin state is the ex-
act ground state of the half filled LLL annihilating the
contact interactions, its restriction to the discrete lattice
is the exact ground state of the bosonic Kapit-Mueller
model with on-site interactions [58]. For the present
semi-continuous HH model, the lowest band is exactly
flat in the limit J → ∞, i.e. without introducing longer
range hoppings, and the single particle states that span
it are those of the LLL, restricted to the semi-continuous
geometry of the coupled wires. As HI in Eq. (9) is sim-
ply the contact interaction from the continuum restricted
to the coupled wires, the concomitant restriction of the
1/2 Laughlin state from the LLL annihilates these inter-
actions and thus must become the ground state of our
present model for large J .

For finite systems and with the experimentally realis-
tic parameters J = 0.05ER, lB = 4λ, the occurrence of a
Laughlin state is hard to assess analytically. In the re-
mainder of this section, using exact diagonalization, we
hence numerically investigate this situation, focusing on
the emergence of the ν = 1/2 Laughlin state in a system
with periodic boundary conditions. We provide strong
evidence for the occurrence of this state using both en-
ergy and entanglement spectroscopy, and give a physical
picture for the resulting phase diagram of the model as
a function of J .

1. Energy spectroscopy

As commonly done in the study of FQH systems both
in the continuum and on a lattice [54], we use the so
called flat band approximation: we project the interact-
ing Hamiltonian to the lowest band of the single-particle
model, neglecting the admixture of all other bands as well
as the band dispersion. This is a valid approximation as
long as the interaction strength is much larger compared
to the band width and much smaller than the band gap.
We consider NB bosons in a system of Ny coupled wires
of length NxlB , so that the system is pierced by NxNy
magnetic flux quanta and the filling of the lowest band
is given by ν = NB

NxNy
. This allows us to diagonalize si-

multaneously the Hamiltonian and the total momentum
operator in both directions, defining thus two quantum
numbers (Kx,Ky) for every state.

We focus on the ν = 1/2 filling where the bosonic
Laughlin state is a natural candidate for describing the
ground state. On the torus, it exhibits a characteristic
two-fold degeneracy due to many-body magnetic trans-
lation invariance [59]. However, this degeneracy is lifted
in finite lattice systems, such as the one considered here
and the energy splitting δ between the two lowest energy
states should be much smaller than the energy gap ∆ to
the third lowest energy state. A typical energy spectrum
for the parameters identified in Section III is shown in
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FIG. 4. Spectrum of the interaction Hamiltonian (9) for
NB = 10, Nx = 2, Ny = 10, lB = 4λ and J = 0.05ER.
The energy levels are plotted with respect to a linearized mo-
mentum: NxKx+Ky. The inset shows a zoom on the ground
state manifold which is quasi two-fold degenerate as expected
for the ν = 1/2 Laughlin state. The energy splitting δ be-
tween the groundstates and the energy gap ∆ are defined
graphically in the figure.

Fig. 4 for NB = 10, Nx = 2 and Ny = 10. It shows the
expected quasi two-fold degenerate ground state manifold
(with an energy splitting δ = 1.4 10−4 U/lB) separated
by a gap ∆ = 0.3 U/lB from higher energy states. De-
pending on the geometry investigated, the groundstates
appear in different momentum sectors. These momen-
tum sectors can be predicted [54] and we checked that
our numerical results match these predictions.

To investigate more generically the role of interaction
in our model, we restrict ourselves to the case φ = 2π/a in
Eq. (3). This can be done without loss of generality since
a generic φ can be mapped onto the φ = 2π/a case via
a rescaling of the length in the x direction and a change
of the recoil energy. For this case, we show the energy
gap as a function of the hopping between the wires for
NB = 10 and different aspect ratios in Fig. 5. The aspect
ratio seems to have an important effect on the stability of
the Laughlin phase. Indeed, while for (Nx = 2, Ny = 10)
the gap is much more stable with increasingly large J , the
gap decreases clearly for (Nx = 4, Ny = 5) and even more
for (Nx = 5, Ny = 4). As we explain below, the crucial
figure in this context is actually not the aspect ratio, but
only Ny. The ostensible dependence on the aspect ratio
is simply due to the fact that, for computational reasons,
we cannot increaseNy without decreasingNx at the same
time.

The Ny dependence of the transition between the FQH
and the CDW phase can be physically understood at an
intuitive level when looking at Eq. (3). With increasing
J , the localization length of the lowest Wannier func-
tion in x-direction (at a given ky) decreases as J−(1/4).
The number Ny then determines how many such equidis-
tantly spaced orbitals there are per magnetic length lB
in x-direction. At small enough Ny, these Wannier or-
bitals have virtually no overlap in x-direction, and hence
allow the bosons to avoid the contact interaction, even

in trivial product states. We hence expect in agreement
with Fig. 5 that in finite systems with a given Ny, the
Laughlin phase breaks down with increasing J , at a crit-
ical Jc that increases with Ny. This picture will be cor-
roborated by the subsequent entanglement spectroscopy.
Note that these findings are by no means in contrast to
the above analytical arguments stating that for J → ∞
the groundstate in the thermodynamic limit will be the
exact Laughlin wave-function, but rather reflect a sim-
ple order of limits problem. This is because for Ny go-
ing to infinity, the discrete ky values will become dense,
and thus there will be an overlap of neighboring Wannier
functions for arbitrary J .

FIG. 5. (Color online) Energy gap between the second and the
third lowest energy states for NB = 10, φ = 2π/a and differ-
ent aspect ratios as a function of the inter-wire hopping. The
different system sizes are indicated by the values of (Nx, Ny)
in the legend.

2. Entanglement spectroscopy

The two-fold degeneracy of the ground state is only a
necessary condition for the system to be in the Laughlin
phase. Indeed, a charge density wave (CDW), break-
ing translational symmetry, would also exhibit the same
ground state degeneracy and is a known competing
phase. Unlike symmetry breaking phases, topological
phases do not possess a local order parameter that could
be computed to probe the nature of the phase and are,
thus, difficult to identify unambiguously, especially in nu-
merical studies. To solve this issue, building upon the
concept of entanglement entropy, Haldane and Li intro-
duced the orbital entanglement spectrum (OES) [60], i.e.
the spectrum of the reduced density matrix of a subsys-
tem defined by a subset of the single particle orbitals. It
allows to identify the edge theory of the ground state and,
in many cases, the corresponding topological phase. For
torus geometries and lattice systems, the particle entan-
glement spectrum (PES), a concept closely related to the
OES, is a very practical tool to identify FQH states [61].
It is defined through a partition of the system in two
subgroups A and B, made of NA and NB−NA particles.
The PES is the spectrum of HA = − log ρA where ρA is
the reduced density matrix obtained by tracing out the B
particles and HA is called the entanglement Hamiltonian.
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As ρA commutes with the total momentum operators for
particles in the A part, we use these operators quantum
numbers (Kx,A,Ky,A) to block-diagonalize ρA. Unlike
the OES in which the geometry of the system is altered,
the geometry is unchanged by this procedure and the
PES allows to access the physics of the bulk excitations.

For ideal FQH model states, such as the Laughlin wave-
function, the PES is made of a number of levels equal
to the number of quasihole-states corresponding to the
system size under investigation. For example, if we con-
sider the ν = 1/2 Laughlin state on the torus with 4
particles and trace over two of them, the PES will re-
flect the Laughlin state quasihole states with two par-
ticles and four quasiholes: not only the number of lev-
els in the PES is then equal to 20, i.e. the number of
quasihole-states, but the eigenstates of HA are precisely
quasihole-states as they are zero energy states of the con-
tact interaction. All other eigenstates of the reduced den-
sity matrix have zero eigenvalues and are thus associated
with levels at infinite entanglement energy in HA. For
any given number of particles and quasiholes, the num-
ber of quasihole states can be predicted using Haldane’s
generalized exclusion principle [62] and are thus direct
fingerprints of the anyonic nature of the excitations. For
the ν = 1/2 Laughlin state on the torus, the number of
such states with N particles in Nφ flux quanta is given
by N (N,Nφ) = Nφ

(N+n−1)!
N !n! , where n = Nφ − 2N is the

number of quasiholes [63]. In the PES framework, N
should be replaced by NA and Nφ by 2N in the previous
formula.

Away from ideal model states but still in the same FQH
phase, the PES generically does not exhibit levels at in-
finite energy, but still displays a significant gap below
which the number of states is still given by the number of
quasihole-states. When this is the case, we conclude that
the state is in the same topological phase as the model
state. Unlike the counting of quasihole-states in the en-
ergy spectrum, the entanglement spectrum was shown
to be able to distinguish between a CDW and a FQH
state [64]. Indeed, in the case of a CDW ground state at
filling 1/2, the total number of states in the PES is given
by 2

(
N
NA

)
, which in the previous example gives only 12

states.
The entanglement spectrum for the quasi two-fold de-

generate ground states of Fig. 4 for NA = 5 is shown in
Fig. 6. It exhibits a clear entanglement gap below which
there are 4004 entanglement levels, which is precisely the
expected counting for the ν = 1/2 Laughlin state with
5 particles and 10 quasiholes. This is a strong evidence
for the realization of the Laughlin phase in our model
at these parameters. As we did for the energy gap, we
can assess the robustness of the FQH phases by looking
how the entanglement gap, both the one corresponding
to the Laughlin state and the one of the CDW state,
changes as the aspect ratio and the hopping strength
is changed. This is shown in Fig. 7 for NB = 10 and
NA = 4. In agreement with Fig. 4 and our aforemen-
tioned arguments, for (Nx = 2, Ny = 10), the Laugh-

FIG. 6. (Color online) Particle entanglement spectrum for
NB = 10, Nx = 2, Ny = 10, J = 0.05ER, lB = 4λ andNA = 5
as a function of the linearized momentum of a particle in part
A. The PES shows an entanglement gap ∆ξ indicated by the
vertical arrow. The number of states below this line is equal
to 4004 which is equal to the total number of quasiholes states
with 5 bosons and 20 flux quanta for the ν = 1/2 Laughlin
state. ∆ξ marks the entanglement gap as discussed in the
main text.

lin gap dominates until the largest value of J , while for
(Nx = 4, Ny = 5) and (Nx = 5, Ny = 4), in decreas-
ing order of Ny, it breaks down at decreasing J . We
note that the maximum entanglement gap of the Laugh-
lin state occurs at increasing J and assumes a larger value
as Ny grows. This is in line with our analytical argu-
ment that the ground state should converge towards the
ideal Laughlin state with infinite entanglement gap for
Nx, Ny, J →∞.

III. IMPLEMENTATION WITH ULTRACOLD
ATOMIC GASES

In this Section we discuss the implementation of the
semi-continuous Harper-Hofstadter model described by
Eqs. (1) and (2) with ultracold atomic gases in optical
lattices (OL) [1, 2]. We start in Sec. III A with a discus-
sion of the planar geometry, where the discrete direction
is realized as an ordinary a = λ/2 lattice with λ the opti-
cal wavelength of the laser, and coupled by laser assisted
tunneling as a Raman process, which allows us to write
the position dependent hopping Jx = Jeiφx with laser
phases. In Sec. III B, we show how the relevant energy
scales, in particular J , can be significantly increased for a
double-wire (DW) with subwavelength separation. The
construction of more complex, non-planar trapping ge-
ometries like arrays of rings forming cylinders or tori is
discussed in Sec. III C. We show explicitly the implemen-
tation of the laser assisted tunneling in such geometries,
providing the possibility to induce a large, tunable mag-
netic flux.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Entanglement gap, corresponding to
the Laughlin state and CDW state counting, for φ = 2π/a,
NB = 10, NA = 4 and (Nx = 2, Ny = 10) (top panel),
(Nx = 4, Ny = 5) (middle panel) and (Nx = 5, Ny = 4)
(bottom panel) as a function of the inter-wire hopping. Note
the logarithmic scale for the horizontal axis in the top panel.
In all cases, the Laughlin state emerges for intermediate val-
ues of J while at large J a CDW state is found. The J value
where this transition occurs, depends strongly on the system
size, more precisely on Ny, as explained in the main text.

A. Planar geometry with optical λ/2-lattice

A planar array of parallel wires is readily constructed
with OL potentials. Such optical potentials for atomic
motion arise as AC Stark shifts in an off-resonant laser
beam in a standing wave configuration. In particular,
wires with distance λ/2 are formed by an OL potential of
the form VL(y, z) = Vy sin2(ky)+Vz sin2(kz) (k = 2π/λ).
We assume the motion in z-direction to be frozen to the
lowest mode by very tight trapping. Hence, the atoms
move freely in the x-direction and tunnel with an am-
plitude Jbare > 0 between the wires in the transverse y-
direction [see Fig. 1(a)]. We note that the assumption of
a tight binding model implies Jbare � Ec(a) = h2/2ma2

for a lattice spacing a. For an ordinary OL, this energy
scale is the recoil energy ER = Ec(λ/2) associated with
the wavelength of the laser [65].

A complex interwire hopping Jx = J exp(iφx) with
a position-dependent phase is induced with the help of
Raman-assisted tunneling [4, 13, 14, 66]: First, the nat-

ural tunneling is rendered off-resonant by means of an
energy off-set ∆ between adjacent wires, i.e. a tilting
of the lattice, created for example by an external mag-
netic field gradient. Second, resonant tunneling is re-
stored employing a far-detuned two-photon Raman pro-
cess (see Appendix C). As a result, we find the com-
plex Raman assisted hopping Jx will be constrained by
|Jx| = J < Jbare (see also Refs. [13, 66, 67]). Its phase φ
is determined by the momentum transfer in x-direction
during the two-photon Raman process and can be ad-
justed by variation of the incidence angle of the two Ra-
man lasers with respect to each other (see Sec. III B 2
and Appendix C for a more detailed description of the
laser configurations). In this Raman scheme the mag-
netic length lB = 2π/φ & λ̃/2 is bounded from below by
the wavelength λ̃ of the Raman lasers [68].

As discussed in Sec. II, to create quasi-flat Chern bands
we require an inter-wire tunneling amplitude J on the
order of the magnetic (recoil) energy EMR = ~2φ2/2m,
i.e. J/EMR = O(1). In practice, this ratio should be tun-
able in a range from J/EMR . 0.5 to J/EMR & 2. It is not
desirable to increase this ratio by simply decreasing EMR ,
as this would increase the magnetic length lB = 2π/φ and
thus reduce the particle density at a given filling along
with the relevant many-body interaction energies. Hence,
the larger J the better, which is, however, bounded from
above by Jbare � ER. In summary, using ordinary OLs,
we are constrained by the set of inequalities

EMR ∼ J < Jbare � Ec(a = λ/2) = ER , (10)

and as a realistic compromise, a possible choice of pa-
rameters is J = 0.05ER, lB = 4λ. Then, the ratio
J/EMR = 0.8 and the flatness ratio of the lowest band
is 137.

From an experimental viewpoint, larger energy scales
EMR ∼ J ∼ ER � kBT can be crucial due to finite
temperature T (see also Sec. II C). It is thus desirable
to design schemes with subwavelength interwire spacing.
We will discuss this in the following Subsection for the
case of a DW.

B. Enhanced energy scales in a subwavelength
double wire

In the following, we demonstrate the enhancement
of the Raman assisted interwire hopping (see also
Sec. III B 2) in a DW setup with wire separation a =
`� λ/2 far below the laser wavelength, where

a = `� λ/2 ⇔ Ec(a = `)� ER . (11)

The construction (Sec. III B 1) is based on the
nanoscale ‘dark state’ optical potentials introduced in
Ref. [35] (see also Ref. [36]). We will show that Raman
assisted hopping amplitudes for typical parameters can
reach values J ∼ ER (Sec. III B 2), more than one or-
der of magnitude larger than those obtained in standard
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Two parallel wires with subwavelength
separation `� λ/2 are created by inserting a nanoscale opti-
cal potential barrier into a potential well VL(y) generated by
a familiar off-resonant OL. Panel (a) sketches the potential
landscape with a pair of laser counterpropagating beams cre-
ating VL. Two further lasers with Rabi frequencies ΩP and
ΩC create the nanoscale barrier. Panel (b) shows the poten-
tial and wavefunctions at fixed position in x-direction. Note
the small displacement y0 ∼ 0.1aH of the barrier, w.l.o.g. to-
wards positive y, that leads to the formation of distinct left-
and right states (resp. ground |0〉 = |L〉 and first excited state
|1〉 = |R〉) separated by an energy offset ∆. Via far detuned
Raman transitions with frequency detuning δω ≈ ∆/~, res-
onant tunneling is restored and a spatially varying phase is
induced due to a finite momentum transfer δkx = k1,x − k2,x
in x-direction.

OL setups [13, 14]. Furthermore, this represents by no
means a fundamental upper limit for setups featuring
subwavelength structures. In parallel to this enhance-
ment of the Raman assisted interwire hopping, the mag-
netic flux has to be increased to satisfy the requirement
J/EMR = O(1). In our concrete example, a magnetic
length lB ∼ λ is sufficient to satisfy J ∼ ER (see be-
low). This can be achieved by ordinary Raman assisted
tunneling techniques (see Sec. III B 2).

1. Subwavelength double wire

A DW separated by a subwavelength distance is ob-
tained using the nanoscale ‘dark state’ optical potentials
introduced recently in Ref. [35] (see also Ref. [36]). In-
serting such a barrier into a potential well, created, for
example, as a 1D optical wire in a standard OL setup,
we can split this wire into two subwires (see Fig. 8(a)).
These subwires feature a spatial separation far below the
laser wavelength, comparable to the typical size of the
groundstate wave function of the potential well of the
original OL (see Fig. 8(b)).

To produce a DW configuration extending in the x-
direction, we consider, in the y-direction, a single po-
tential well of a standard 1D off-resonant OL VL(y) =
Vy sin2 (ky) with height Vy (see Fig. 8). In the harmonic
approximation, this potential well is characterized by the

trapping frequency ~ωT ≈
√

4VyER and by the size of
the ground state wave function aH =

√
~/(2mωT ). Fol-

lowing reference [35], the nanoscale barrier is added as a
nonadiabatic optical potential

Vna(y) = ER
ε2 cos2(k(y − y0))[

ε2 + sin2(k(y − y0))
]2 (12)

for the dark state in an atomic Λ-system created us-
ing two additionally applied lasers, a moving wave with
Rabi frequency ΩP constant in the x-y-plane and a
standing wave ΩC(y) = ΩC sin(k(y − y0)) (see the Ap-
pendix C for details on the atomic level scheme). Hereby,
ε = ΩP /ΩC � 1 is an external parameter, controlled
by the lasers. It determines the subwavelength width
(` ∼ ε/k � λ/2) and the height (∼ ER/ε

2) of the bar-
rier which appears around y0. Physically, this potential
barrier is caused by the rapid change of the identity of
the dark state in the subwavelength region of width `,
see the Appendix C and Ref. [35] for details. Ignoring
the frozen motion in the z-direction for which we assume
tight confinement, the dark state Hamiltonian takes the
form

HD(x, y) = −

(
~2∂2

x

2m
+

~2∂2
y

2m

)
+ VL(y) + Vna(y) . (13)

For ε � 1, the eigenstates of HD are grouped into pairs
of states with small energy offset ∆ � ~ωT . Different
pairs are separated by a large gap Egap ≈ 2~ωT . In the
following, we can hence restrict to the lowest pair formed
by ground |0〉 and first excited state |1〉. Due to a small
displacement y0 � aH of the barrier with respect to the
center of the harmonic trap, one of these two states (as in
every pair) is mostly localized on the left, one on the right
of the barrier, with only a small fraction leaking through.
We hence identify a DW system consisting of distinct left
|L〉 ≡ |0〉 and right |R〉 ≡ |1〉 wire, respectively (for the
configuration shown in Fig. 8 with the barrier displaced
to the right, i.e. y0 > 0). We are interested in a situation
where the wires are well separated. This means that the
localization parameter Loc ≡ 1/2 (PL + PR) with PL ≡∫ y0
−∞ dy| 〈y|L〉 |2, PR ≡

∫∞
y0

dy| 〈y|R〉 |2 has to be close
to unity. In the following, we hence keep Loc > 0.9,
balancing between the spatial separation of the wires and
the strength of the interwire coupling (see below) related
to the spatial overlap of their wave functions.

Summarizing, we have created a double wire with in-
terwire distance `� λ/2 far below the laser wavelength.
This provides the opportunity to obtain Raman-assisted
interwire couplings much larger than in a familiar optical
lattice, because the a priori bare hopping amplitudes can
be much larger than for a standard OL, as shown in the
following subsection.
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2. Enhanced Raman-assisted tunneling amplitude

We now discuss a Raman-assisted tunneling scheme for
the subwavelength DW, where complex tunneling phases
can be obtained in a Raman assisted tunneling scheme
as described above. Our goal is to maximize the Raman
assisted tunneling amplitude J and to achieve simultane-
ously a large magnetic flux EMR /J = O(1). We compare
to previous results obtained in ordinary OLs [13, 14].

The tunnel coupling between the wires is generated
by two additional Raman beams E1, E2 with frequen-
cies ω1, ω2 and wave vectors k1, k2 located in the x-y-
plane. They drive a far-detuned two-photon transition
via an auxiliary level (Figure 8, detailed in Appendix C).
Adiabatic elimination of the auxiliary level leads to an
additional time-dependent driving term

HRM (x, y, t) = Ω cos (δkxx+ δkyy − δωt) , (14)

in the full Hamiltonian H(t) = HD + HRM (t), where Ω
is the effective two-photon Rabi frequency, δω = ω1−ω2

the frequency detuning and δk = k1−k2 the momentum
transfer. Choosing δω ≈ ∆/~, HRM induces resonant
tunneling between the two wires whose amplitude is in
the perturbative regime Ω� ~δω given by

Jx ≈
Ω

2
〈L|e−iδky ŷ|R〉 e−iδkxx ≡ Jeiφx. (15)

Importantly, the matrix element | 〈L|e−iδky ŷ|R〉 | =
O(1) is increased in our setup by at least one order
of magnitude compared standard OLs where we have
| 〈L| exp(−iδky ŷ|R〉)| ∼ JOL

bare/ER . O(1/10) between
any two adjacent wires L and R [13]. This is caused
by the larger spatial overlap of the wave functions and
leads to the strongly enhanced tunneling amplitudes in
the subwavelength DW.

Our goal is now to find the maximum possible Raman
assisted tunneling amplitude (c.f. Fig. 9). Here, we in-
vestigate the overall behavior of the tunneling amplitude
as a function of the driving strength Ω. This requires to
access the non-perturbative strong driving regime using
a numerical Floquet analysis. As shown in the inset of
Fig. 9, the tunneling amplitude follows the common trend
[13, 66, 67]: A linear growth with the driving in the per-
turbative regime before the onset of higher order effects
diminishing the coupling for strong driving Ω & ~δω. It
is renormalized due to time-dependent AC-Stark shifts
of the individual levels |L〉 and |R〉. For details on this
higher order effects, a systematic perturbation theory in
powers of Ω/~δω and the numerical procedure, we refer
to Appendix D.

Due to the large tunneling matrix element in Eq. (15),
the maximum amplitude of the tunnel coupling between
the wires is strongly enhanced compared to the results
of Ref. [13] for the standard setup with a tilted OL.
As an example, for the tilted OL with the amplitude
V0 = 9ER, the amplitude of the Raman assisted tun-
neling between the nearest sites is bounded by the bare
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Maximal achievable Raman induced
tunneling rate between two atomic nanowires with subwave-
length separation as a function of the strength of the external
trapping potential Vy (Blue dots: numerical Floquet analy-
sis, Red dashed line: second order perturbation theory in an
expansion of an effective Hamiltonian in powers of Ω/~δω).
For comparison, the bare tunneling rate of a standard OL is
shown (black dashed-dotted line), bounding the Raman as-
sisted hopping in the corresponding tilted OL [13, 69]. Inset:
tunneling rate as a function of the driving amplitude, the two-
photon Rabi frequency Ω (Numerical Floquet analysis (blue),
zeroth (black dotted) and second (red dashed) order perturba-
tion theory). ε ≈ 0.1, y0 ≈ 0.1aH , δky = 2k and δω = 1.1∆/~
have been chosen to maximize resonant tunneling.

tunneling Jb = 0.02ER [13]. Using the same OL with the
subwavelength barrier placed in one of its wells, one can
achieve an order of magnitude increase, Jx ≈ 0.2ER, of
the tunneling amplitude (see Fig. 9).

In contrast to standard OLs, the Raman assisted tun-
neling amplitude in our setup can be further enhanced by
increasing the amplitude of the trapping potentials Vy, as
shown in Fig. 9. This results in the increase of the level
separation ∆ leading to a larger value Ωmax ∼ ~δω ∼ ∆
where the maximum tunneling amplitude Jx ∼ Ωmax
is reached. This overcomes a decrease of the tunnel-
ing matrix element 〈L|e−iδky ŷ|R〉. Quite remarkably, the
tunneling amplitude Jx reaches the values of ∼ 1ER for
Vy = 100ER (c.f. Fig. 9).

At the same time, a large flux (~2φ2/2m)/J = O(1)
is achieved using the following laser configurations: We
take laser E1 to be σ+ = −(ez + iex)/

√
2 polarized and

propagating along the y-direction. The laser E2 propa-
gates the x-y-plane with an incidence angle θ with respect
to E1. The momentum transfer during the two-photon
process is thus δk = k1 − k2. By variation of θ, we
can hence adjust the phase φ = δkx, up to large fluxes
(~2φ2/2m)/ER = O(1) (for θ ≈ π/2).

To summarize, our discussion shows that tunneling
amplitudes J ∼ ER can be reached in a subwavelength
DW, which are enhanced by more than one order of
magnitude compared to familiar OLs. In addition, this
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scheme allows one to achieve fluxes EMR ∼ J compatible
with the enhanced hopping.

C. Non-planar trapping geometries: cylinder and
torus

Below we describe the realization of optical potentials
for ultracold atoms with cylindric rotational symmetry —
the cylinder consisting of an array of rings (Sec. III C 1)
and the torus (Sec. III C 3). The construction is based
on Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) laser beams. Similar beams
allow also to thread artificial magnetic field flux through
the surface of each geometry and realize the scenario of
the flat band Hamiltonian (1). In contrast to the con-
siderations of Sec. III B, the beams are set deep in the
paraxial regime, where beam waist w0 satisfy w0 � λ,
and the constructed lattices will feature standard inter-
wire separations of a = λ/2.

1. Cylindric array of rings

The cylinder geometry [see Fig. 1(b)] can be naturally
obtained using a laser mode with a cylindric symmetry,
such as a LG beam (see Refs. [21–23, 70–72] for theory
description and Refs. [73–76] for the experimental state
of the art). The spatial mode of the LG beams is indexed
by integers l and p (we consider here p = 0) which we
refer to as LGp,l. Its electric field amplitude is

E0(ρ, ϕ, y) = εεε0Efp,l(ρ, y)eilϕeiky, (16)

where the ε0 is the polarization vector, taken to be σ+ =
−(ez + iex)/

√
2. Here E denotes the field strength. We

have chosen cylindrical coordinates with azimuthal angle
ϕ and ρ =

√
x2 + z2 the distance to the symmetry axis

ey. The rotationally invariant field amplitude is

fp,l(ρ, y) =
w0

wy

√
2p!

π(p+ |l|)!
ξ|l|L|l|p (ξ2)e−ξ

2/2, (17)

with ξ =
√

2ρ/wy, wy = w0

√
1 + (y/yR)

2
, and w0 is

the paraxial waist of the beam. Further, the Rayleigh
range yR = w2

0π/λ and L
|l|
p is a generalized Laguerre

polynomial (for p = 0 : Ll0(ξ) = 1). The plane y = 0 in
this description is the focal plane of the LG beam.

The LG beam creates a potential [see Fig. 10(a)]

VL(r) = Vm |fp,l(ρ, y)|2, Vm < 0. (18)

which in radial direction contains a Gaussian minimum
located at finite position of r∗ = w0

√
l/2, thus realizing

a potential well corresponding to the side surface of a
cylinder, when y/yR � 1 [see Fig. 10(b)].

On top of the cylindrical potential we add a lattice po-
tential VL(y) = Vy sin2(ky) splitting the cylindric land-
scape into a series of parallel ring traps separated by

λ/2
λ/2

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 10. (Color online). Panel (a) shows the rotationally
invariant, cylindrical potential well created by a Laguerre-
Gaussian beam LGl0 in cylindrical coordinates. Panel (b)
shows the intensity profile in the radial direction, featuring
a Gaussian potential centered at finite radius r∗ = w0

√
l/2

well of width w0 and depth Vm. Panel (c) shows the slicing
of the cylindric potential featured in (a) by an extra standing
wave potential creating a series of rotationally invariant par-
allel rings. Panel (d) shows the y-dependence of the resulting
potential.

a = λ/2 distance [see Fig. 10(c),(d)]. It should be noted
that the LG beams may be used in a fashion similar to
Sec. III B 1 to create a subwavelength barrier with ring
shape and in end the two parallel rings with subwave-
length separation `� λ.

2. Raman-assisted tunneling

Below we discuss specific features of the Raman-
induced hopping in the cylindric geometry. We start
by explaining the creation of a synthetic magnetic field.
Then, we discuss how to couple many rings using just two
lasers, addressing residual focusing effects. They define a
maximal achievable total size of the system, allowing to
couple together several tens of rings for which the Hami-
tonian (1) is realized.

The Raman scheme for laser-assisted hopping proceeds
in analogy to the one discussed in III B. First, a magnetic
field gradient creates a local energy offset between neigh-
boring rings. Second, the rings are coupled via a Raman
process tuned to that offset. The non-standard part is
however the choice of the LG laser beams for the lasers
creating the two-photon transition.

We employ two σ+ polarized LG beams: LG0,l1 and
LG0,l2 , counterpropagating in the y-direction. The az-
imuthal complex phase carried by the LG beams [see
Eq. (16)] amounts to a total angular momentum transfer
during the two-photon process. In analogy to Eq. (15),
this leads to a tunneling phase of φ = (l1−l2)/R where R
denotes the radius of the cylinder. The fundamental limit
for the complex phase φ is the diffraction limit, which is
bounded by φ−1 > φ−1

c = λR/2 with λR the wavelength
of the Raman lasers [41]. Even far from the diffraction
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limit, for φ/φc = 1/8, we obtain ~2φ2/2m = 1/16ER and
hence J/(~2φ2/2m) = O(1) in the desired regime (for
realistic J = 0.05ER, see Section II).

To simultaneously Raman-couple many wires reso-
nantly using just two lasers with the desired amplitude
J , one needs to assure that a global choice of detun-
ing of the two lasers δω = ω1 − ω2 [as discussed in Sec-
tion III B 2] can be made. In the cylindric geometry case,
the local energies Ey of the rings are determined by the
cylindric optical potential (18), by the trap frequency
~ωT ≈

√
4VyER of the lattice potential VL(y) and by an

additional external magnetic field gradient giving rise to
an offset ∆ between adjacent rings. They read as

Ey = Vm

[
1− y2

y2
R

+
y4

y4
R

+O
(
y6

y6
R

)]
+ ∆

y

a
+ ~ωT .

(19)

Hence, the total difference between neighbouring rings is
∆y = Ey+a−Ey = ∆+δy where δy depends non-linearly
on y/yR. This is in contrast to the planar case where
∆y = ∆ = const., i.e. δy = 0.

In the effective Hamiltonian (1) the presence of δy 6= 0

adds an extra local energy term
∑
y δ̃yn̂y where δ̃y =∑

y′≥y δy. To keep this extra term neglible, we hence
require that

δ̃y � J . (20)

This defines the maximal number ∼ yR
√
J/Vm/a of lat-

tice rings to be resonantly coupled. This number is en-
larged if the quadratic part ∼ y2/y2

R in equation (19)
is compensated by an additional anti-trapping potential,
allowing ∼ yR

4
√
J/Vm/a lattice rings to be coupled si-

multaneously by a Raman process. Here yR is limited
by the separation between radial, transverse modes of
∆Eρ =

√
8~2Vm/mw2

0 where wR is the waist of the LG
beams creating the cylinder. For realistic values of pa-
rameters one can construct 20 or more parallel rings.

3. Torus geometry

To realize a torus geometry of coupled rings, we create
two copies of cylinders nested into each other. Only at
the rings located at the edges, inner and outer cylinder
are coupled (by laser-assisted tunneling), closing the ge-
ometry to a torus [see Fig. 1 and 11]. To suppress the
hopping between the cylinders at other positions, the
cylinders are implemented as state-dependent potentials
for ultracold atom gas populating two hyperfine ground
states g1 and g2 [77–79]. The potential felt by each
atomic state contains just a single cylinder. Any hopping
of atoms between the two cylinders involves a change of
atomic configuration which prohibits the occurrence of
(bare) tunneling processes. By a specially constructed
laser-assisted hopping Raman scheme [13, 14], inner and
outer cylinder can be coupled. Crucially, the state de-
pendendent potentials allows us to keep the spatial sep-
aration of the cylinders ∼ λ, which is necessary for a

FIG. 11. (Color online). Torus geometry created by Raman-
coupling ends of two coaxial cylinders. Panel (a) shows cou-
pled rings that together create a toric geometry. Red and
silver color indicate lattice sites occupied by atoms in atomic
states g1 and g2 respectively. Panel (b) shows the landscape
of local energies of sites in the two rings which is created by
a single external magnetic field gradient. It features different
tilting for the individual internal states (red as opposed to sil-
ver). This allows to resonantly Raman-couple just two rings
[y1 and yN in panel (b)].

non-negligible hopping amplitude between the two rings
(see Eq. (15)).

In more detail, the laser-assisted tunneling scheme cou-
pling only rings at the edge is constructed as follows.
Since each cylinder is populated by a different atomic
state, the tilts of the local energies due to external mag-
netic field gradient can be chosen differently [see two gra-
dients of energies for silver and red states in Fig. 11(b)].
Two rings indexed as j and N−j+1 have the same posi-
tion yj = yN−j+1 in y-direction and are concentric. The
difference of local energies of the outer and inner ring
∆j = EN−j+1 −Ej depends nontrivially on the position
yj = yN−j+1. When engineering a Raman process, it is
therefore possible to adjust the relative detuning of the
Raman lasers δω to be resonant only with a single ∆j and
off-resonant for all others [see Fig. 11(b)]. This allows to
couple inner and ring only at the edges of the cylinder,
i.e. at positions yj=1 = yj=N and yj=N/2 = yj=N/2+1,
respectively. In this way, the two cylinders are closed
into a torus geometry. For further details, we refer to
Appendix B.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have proposed and studied the realiza-
tion of a semi-continuous Harper-Hofstadter model with
cold atoms in optical lattices. This model is defined in
the semi-continuous position space of an array of wires. It
hence naturally combines key physical aspects of recently
observed lattice systems, such as the Harper-Hofstadter
(HH) model [4, 14] and the two leg ladder [15], with con-
tinuum systems such as Landau levels and rotating con-
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densates [46], respectively.
In the continuous lowest Landau level, both the energy

dispersion and the Berry curvature are exactly flat, and
the energy gap to the next higher Landau level is deter-
mined by the magnetic cyclotron frequency ωc = eB/m,
i.e. proportional to the magnetic field B. Here instead,
in Hamiltonian (3), there are two independent knobs for
tuning (i) the magnetic length by varying the synthetic
flux φ = 2π/lB , and (ii) tuning the gap along with the
flatness by varying the hopping strength J . Both these
knobs are readily accessible experimentally in present ex-
periments with ultracold atomic gases, thus allowing to
realize various parameter regimes.

This situation is also strikingly different from the HH
on a lattice, where the flatness of the lowest (Chern)
band is determined by the magnetic flux per plaquette
rather than by the hopping strength, and flat bands re-
sembling the lowest Landau level are achieved in the limit
of large magnetic length. To overcome this issue, Ref.
[58] proposed an extension of the HH model with flat
bands at the expense of longer range hopping, and sub-
sequently quite some effort has been devoted to identify-
ing various mechanisms that generate approximately flat
Chern bands [3, 56]. In this context, the semi-continuous
HH model provides a particularly easy route towards flat
Chern bands with ultracold atomic gases, where the flat-
ness is simply tuned by the nearest neighbor hopping J .

As an illustration of how FQH states can be stabilized
in the coupled wire setting, we have shown with both
analytical arguments and a numerical analysis the emer-
gence of a Laughlin phase in a system for experimentally
realistic parameters. In the limit of a small J acting
as a perturbative coupling between strongly correlated
wires (Luttinger liquids), it is well known from renor-
malization group arguments how various more complex
FQH states can be appear in coupled wires [28]. In the
present atomic setting with flat Chern bands in the limit
of large J , we identify the search for specific longer range
interactions stabilizing non-Abelian FQH states in arrays
of coupled wires, and their experimental realization with
the cold atom toolbox as an interesting subject of future
research.

We note that synthetic dimensions, where an internal
degree of freedom of the atom [80] or harmonic oscillator
states of a confining potential [81] are interpreted as the
discrete dimension, may provide an alternative route to-
wards experimentally realizing coupled wires. Regarding
quantum Hall physics, a first study in this context [82]
indicates that no FQH states are stabilized there due to
the strongly anisotropic nature of the two-body interac-
tions.

For the double-wire – the minimal setting hosting a
synthetic magnetic flux – we have proposed the realiza-
tion of a pair of atomic nanowires with sub-wavelength
separation, which significantly increases the relevant en-
ergy scales over existing OL realizations. At effective
temperatures already realized in state of the art cold
atom experiments, we argue that this crucial enhance-

ment enables the visibility of intriguing quantum phe-
nomena in Fermi gases such as Lifshitz transitions. Gen-
eralizing these techniques to the case on more than two
wires would open up entirely new possibilities for the
experimental observation of strongly correlated phenom-
ena.

The use of Laguerre-Gauss beams allows us to create
non-planar coupled wire systems in cylinder- disk- and
torus-geometries. A counterpart of this construction for
the HH lattice model has recently been presented in Ref.
[41]. We conclude by stressing another key advantage of
the present semi-continuous HH model as compared to
its lattice counterpart, in the context of such non-planar
geometries. In the lattice version, we proposed to use
tightly focused beams (see Ref. [41] and references cited
there) in order to achieve lattice constants in the circum-
ferential direction on the order of optical wavelengths.
This was important to achieve energy scales – in partic-
ular band gaps – that are on the order of those found in
conventional OLs. Here, as such band gaps are simply
tuned by the hopping J in the discrete axial direction
(see Fig. 1 (b)), where the lattice spacing is anyway (at
most) the one of a conventional OL, there is no need for
the additional experimental effort of tight focusing.
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Appendix A: Band flatness and Berry curvature of
the Hamiltonian (1)

In this appendix we provide further details on the flat-
ness ratio and Berry curvature of the band structure,
and the localization properties of the edge modes associ-
ated with the Hamiltonian (1). The characteristic energy
scales are the coupling J and the magnetic recoil energy
EMR = ~2φ2/2m.

The flatness of the bands (as described in Sec. III C 1)
is described by the ratio F ≡ BG/BW of the bandwidth
BW of the lowest Bloch band to the band gap BG be-
tween the lowest and the first excited band. In the limit
J/EMR � 1 we obtain by analogy to the standard optical
lattice [1] approximate expressions for the band gap

BG ≈
√

2JEMR (A1)
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Illustration of properties of the band
structure of the Hamiltonian (1). Panel (a) shows the flatness
ratio F of the band as a function of J̃ = J/EMR . Note the
log scale on the y-axis. Panel (b) shows the normalized Berry
curvature for different J/EMR . The values of the latter are 0.25
(black solid line), 0.5 (red solid line), 1.0 (black dotted line).
Panel (c) shows the width of the edge mode wavefunction (for
kx = 0) defined as ∆n =

√
〈(Y − Yedge)2〉/a. Note that ∆n =

0 indicates perfect localization of the wavefunction on the
edge. The guide lines show asymptotic behavior for J/EMR �
1 (dotted line) and for J/EMR � 1 (dashed line).

and bandwidth

BW ≈ 16EMR (J/2EMR )3/4e−2
√
J/2EMR /

√
π . (A2)

Hence, in this limit J/EMR � 1, the flatness ra-
tio F is exponentially large. For intermediate values
J/EMR = O(1), F can be calculated numerically, as
shown in Fig. 12(a) (note the logarithmic scale). Even
for J/EMR = 1 the flatness radio F ∼ 300 is already
very large. Further, together with increasing flatness
of the lowest band, also its Berry curvature Fαk =
iTr
{
Pαk
[
(∂kxP

α
k ), (∂kyP

α
k )
]}

(see also Eq. (4)) shows in-
creasing flatness, as indicated in Fig. 12(b).

The form of single particle wavefunctions is given by
Eq. (5). The corresponding momentum sector of the
Hamiltonian (3) is

H =

N∑
j=1

Ej n̂j + J

N−1∑
j=1

a†j+1aj +H.c. (A3)

where Ej = ~2k2
j/2m, kj = kx+φ(j−j0). The Ej form a

parabolic energy barrier. In particular, edge modes cor-
respond to the case of j0 ≈ 1 or j0 ≈ N . For large J/EMR
the above Hamiltonian is formally identical to the har-
monic oscillator problem H = d2

dy2 + αy2 on the positive
real axis. Mapping it to the discrete case given by (A3),
for J/EMR � 1 the width of the edge mode wavefunction

FIG. 13. (Color online) Panel (a) Atomic level scheme for
the state-dependent lattice akin to Ref. [83]. Black lines in-
dicate a σ+-polarized laser tuned to a magic wavelength to
make the AC-Stark shift for atoms in state g2 zero. The red
laser indicate the second laser used, and symbols Ugi , Vgi the
created optical potentials (see Appendix B for discussion).
Panel (b) Constructing optical potential in the form of paral-
lel rings using the LG mode with p = 1 mode results in large
(∼ w) separation of subsequent rings in w � λ limit. Panel
(c) Two rings created by a state-dependent potential. One
(black, short dashes) potential well is for atoms in g1 state,
other (red, long dashes) for atoms in g2 state. The resulting
separation of the ground state wave functions is a ∼ λ� w.

is 〈(Y − Yedge)2〉GS/a2 ≈ 3/2
√
J/EMR . Thus the width

of the edge mode is

∆n =
√
〈(Y − Yedge)2〉/a =

√
3/2
√
J/EMR . (A4)

This scaling behaviour with J/EMR is verified numerically
in Fig. 12(c) and indicates that well localized edge modes
occur when J/EMR . O(1).

In summary, for J/EMR ≈ 1, the system described by
Hamiltonian (1) features both (very) flat bands and well-
localized edge modes. Keeping J constant and decreasing
EMR has the effect of exponentially increasing the flatness
ratio of the Bloch bands at the price of algebraic increase
of the width of the edge modes given by Eq. (A4). An-
other effect is the decrease of the gap between the topo-
logical bands of Hamiltonian (1) as indicated by Eq. (A1),
which however allows to utilize the flat band regime.

Appendix B: Spin-dependent lattice for the torus
geometry

Two coaxial, independent series of parallel rings cou-
pled at their ends, create the torus geometry as described
in Sec. III C 3. In this Appendix we detail the possible
implementation with state-dependent potentials.
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The radial cut through the optical potential created
by the LG beams (for p = 0), has just a single Gaussian
potential well with width given by the waist w � λ/2 (see
Sec. III C 1). Although taking p = 1 would create two
ring-shaped potentials [see Fig. 13(b)], their large radial
separation of order ∼ w would make Raman coupling of
rings of each cylinder very small.

Instead we create each ring as a state-dependent poten-
tial for atom gas in two stable states g1 and g2 which are
extremal atomic states of the hyperfine manifold (similar
to Ref. [83]). Such a gas is then coupled to the man-
ifold of excited states by a σ+ polarized laser light in
Laguerre-Gaussian mode LGl,p [see Fig. 13(a) - coupling
due to that laser are indicated black]. Its wavelength is
chosen as a ’magic’ wavelength meaning the AC-Stark
shift and the created optical potential for a g2 state is
zero Vg2(r) = 0, and nonzero for the state g1: Vg1(r).
Low heating rates for state-dependent potentials can be
reached for atoms with large fine-structure splitting such
as dysprosium and erbium [84]. A second laser beam
(with a different wavelength, in 13(a) marked red) also
in a LG mode creates then optical potentials for both
components: Ug1(r) and Ug2(r).

The potentials Vgi and Ugi(r), i = 1, 2 can be chosen
to have different radii realizing the minimum of the po-
tential in the radial direction. This allows to microadjust
the radial separation of the minima of felt by each of the
components g1 and g2 on distances � w [see Fig. 13(c)].
As made clear in Appendices C and D this condition is
sufficient and necessary to be able to reach Raman hop-
ping amplitudes just as between two neighboring wires
of the same cylinder (with a separation a = λ/2).

Appendix C: Microscopic derivation of the ‘dark
state’ Hamiltonian

In this Appendix, we present the derivation of the dark
state Hamiltonian HD [Eq. (13)] and the time dependent
potential HRM (t) [Eq. (14)] resulting from a far-detuned
two-photon Raman transition to an auxiliary level. For
a detailed analysis of the nanoscale dark state potentials,
we refer to Ref. [35] (see also Ref. [36]).

Assuming a very tight confinement in the z-direction,
we consider a single atom moving in the x-y-plane.
Whereas it moves freely in x-direction, we introduce a
harmonic confinement potential in y-direction, e.g. as a
potential well of a standard 1D optical lattice with depth
Vy and effective trapping frequency ωT ≈

√
4VyER in

harmonic approximation. We obtain

Hext(x, y) = −

(
~2∂2

x

2m
+

~2∂2
y

2m

)
+

1

2
mω2

T y
2 . (C1)

Internally, we consider an atomic Λ-type configuration
where two long lived ground states |g〉 and |g′〉 are cou-
pled to an excited state |e〉 via a weak probe laser with
Rabi frequency ΩP (constant in the x-y-plane) and a

FIG. 14. (Color online) Level scheme of the atomic Λ-type
configuration formed by the long lived ground states |g〉 and
|g′〉 coupled via Rabi frequencies ΩP (blue) and ΩC(y) (red),
respectively, to an excited level |e〉. Additionally, far detuned
Raman beams, moving waves with amplitudes Ω1 and Ω2,
couple |g〉 to an auxiliary level |a〉 (black arrows) and |g′〉 to
|e〉 (grey arrows).

strong control laser, a standing wave with Rabi frequency
ΩC(y) = ΩC sin(k(y−y0)) (see Fig. 14). Further, we cou-
ple the ground state |g〉 to an auxiliary level |a〉 via two
moving waves with Rabi frequencies Ω1 exp(i(k1·r−ω1t))
and Ω2 exp(i(k2 · r − ω2t)) incident in the x-y-plane.
Choosing a large detuning |∆AC | � |Ω1,2|, we inevitably
introduce a similar off-resonant coupling of |g′〉 and |e〉
with possibly slightly different Rabi frequency ampli-
tudes Ω′1,2 and detuning |∆′AC | � |Ω′1,2|. Adiabatic
elimination of both transitions leads to AC-Stark shifts
of the ground states |g〉 and |g′〉 whose static part can
be absorbed into an appropriate choice of the detunings
δ = Ω′ − Ω, ∆̃ = ∆Λ + Ω. The resulting internal Hamil-
tonian of the Λ-system in a rotating frame is given by

Hint(x, y) = −∆̃ |e〉 〈e|
+ cos(δk · r− δωt) (Ω |g〉 〈g|+ Ω′ |g′〉 〈g′|)

+
1

2
(ΩP |e〉 〈g|+ ΩC(y) |e〉 〈g′|+ h.c.) (C2)

where Ω = Ω1Ω2/(2∆AC) (resp. Ω′ = Ω′1Ω′2/(2∆′AC))
denote the two-photon Rabi frequencies and δω = ω1−ω2

(δk = k1−k2) the two-photon detuning. For Ω = Ω′ = 0,
the Λ-system possesses a position dependent dark state
|E0(y)〉 = sinα(y) |g〉 − cosα(y) |g′〉 where tanα(y) =
ΩC(y)/ΩP . For simplicity, we consider in the following
the resonant case ∆̃ = 0. Then, for ΩC ,ΩP � Ω,Ω′ the
dark state decouples and we find after projection with
P(y) = |D(y)〉 〈D(y)|

P(y)Hint(x, y)P(y) = cos(δk · r− δωt)
·
(
Ω + (Ω′ − Ω) cos2 α(y)

)
|D(y)〉 〈D(y)| . (C3)

Due to the position dependence of the dark state,
the projection of the kinetic part contained in
P(y)Hext(x, y)P(y) is non-trivial. Assuming small ki-
netic energy, ER/ε2, ~ωT � ΩP ,ΩC , additionally intro-
duced couplings to the bright states can be neglected
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[35]. However, the dark state is still subject to an addi-
tional conservative potential, the first non-adiabatic cor-
rection [35]

Vna(y) =
~2

2m
(∂yα)2 = E2

R

ε2 cos2(k(y − y0))[
ε2 + sin2(k(y − y0))

]2 .
(C4)

This potential represents the nanoscale barrier appearing
where ΩC(y) ≈ 0, whose height ER/ε2 and width ε/k is
determined by the ratio of amplitudes ε = ΩP /ΩC � 1
of the Rabi frequencies constituting the Λ-system. Phys-
ically, the potential reflects the rapid change of the dark
state identity populating the state |g′〉 only inside the
nanoscale region of width ε/k. Since the second term
∼ cos2 α(y) = | 〈g′|D(y)〉 |2 in equation (C3) results from
the additional Raman coupling of |g′〉 to |e〉, it accord-
ingly contributes to any relevant hopping matrix ele-
ment Bnn′ (equation (D10)) only to order O(ε2). We
neglect it to arrive at the full dark state Hamiltonian
H(t) = HD +HRM (t) [equations (13) and (14)].

Appendix D: Floquet analysis of two coupled wires

In this Appendix, we describe the numerical and per-
turbative calculation of the Raman assisted tunneling
amplitude in the nanoscale double wire introduced in
Sec. III B. The full Hamiltonian of this system H(t) =
HD +HRM (t) [equations (13) and (14)] is fundamentally
characterized by its discrete time translation symmetry
H(t) = H(t + T ) with period T = 2π/δω and frequency
δω. It describes a periodically driven system for which
Floquet’s theorem yields a representation of its time evo-
lution operator

U(t, t0) = P (t) eiHF [t0](t−t0) . (D1)

Here, P (t) = P (t+T ) is a unitary, periodic operator with
P (t0) = 1 and HF [t0] the so called Floquet Hamiltonian.
P (t) describes the micromotion within a single period
whereas HF [t0] describes the effective dynamics after full
periods of the driving (starting at t0), the macromotion,
in which we are mainly interested in [85].

Truncating the Fourier expansion of its eigenstates
HF [t0] can be computed numerically. Concretely, we use
an expansion up to frequencies of ±25δω and truncate
the Hilbert space of the unperturbed Hamiltonian to the
n = 15 lowest eigenstates to calculate the effective time-
averaged coupling J ≡ HLR

F of left and right wire. The
result is displayed in Fig. 15 (solid blue line) and shows
clearly the higher order effects bounding the coupling for
large driving amplitude after a linear rise in the pertur-
bative regime (see also main text). The driving frequency
δω is thereby adjusted self-consistently, such that it com-
pensates the energy mismatch ∆ between the bare states
|L〉 and |R〉 and static AC Stark shifts, which are caused
by the periodic driving and hence depends on Ω and δω,
at the maximum of J .
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Ω/h̄δω
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F with ϕ = 0
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0th order in Ω/h̄δω
2nd order in Ω/h̄δω

FIG. 15. (Color online) Raman induced hopping amplitude
J = HLR

F as a function of the two photon Rabi frequency Ω
obtained via a numerical Floquet analysis for two different
initial phases (blue lines). Whereas the strong driving regime
shows large phase-dependent effects, the maximal achievable
coupling differs only by a few percent and is well approx-
imated by the second order expansion (red dashed) of the
manifestly phase independent effective Hamiltonian Heff (see
text). ε ≈ 0.1, y0 ≈ 0.1aH , δky = 2k and δω ≈ 1.1∆/~ have
been chosen to maximize resonant tunneling.

So far, we considered a driving of the system start-
ing at definite time t0 = 0 with vanishing phase at the
origin (see equation (14)). However, the effect of a peri-
odic driving and therefore HF [t0] typically depend on its
phase at initial time [67, 69].

To quantify how these effect alter the maximal achiev-
able coupling we include a phase ϕ0 to the Hamiltonian,
i.e. replace equation (14) with

Hϕ0

RM (x, y, t) = Ω cos(δkxx+ δkyy − δωt+ ϕ0) . (D2)

As shown in figure 15, the coupling, i.e. the Floquet
Hamiltonian HF , depends strongly on the initial phase in
the strong driving regime. However, the maximal achiev-
able coupling varies only in the range of a few percent.
To quantify this and distill the time averaged dynamics
resulting purely from the periodicity of the driving, we
follow an approach developed in Refs. [67, 69, 85, 86].

Via a unitary transformation, the phase dependence of
HF can be absorbed into so called kick operators K(t)
yielding the representation of the time evolution operator

U(t, t0) = e−iK(t)eiHeff(t−t0)eiK(t0) (D3)

where the effective Hamiltonian Heff is by definition con-
stant in time and independent of the phase of the driving
at initial time. It captures only time averaged effects due
to the periodicity of the driving. In contrast, the periodic
kick operatorsK(t) = K(t+T ) describe the micromotion
within one period. For small driving Ω . ~δω, a pertur-
bative expansion in powers of (Ω/~δω) is applicable to
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compute Heff and K. Using the Fourier decomposition

H(t) = H0 + V (t) (D4)

V (t) =

∞∑
j=1

V (j)eijδωt + V (−j)e−ijδωt (D5)

withH0 = 〈H(t)〉T=1/δω one finds for the effective Hamil-
tonian [67, 86]:

Heff =H0 +
1

δω

∞∑
j=1

1

j

[
V (j), V (−j)

]
+

1

2δω2

∞∑
j=1

1

j2

([[
V (j), H0

]
, V (−j)

]
+ h.c.

)
+

1

3δω2

∞∑
j,l=1

1

jl

([
V (j),

[
V (l), V (−l−j)

]]
−
[
V (j),

[
V (−l), V (l−j)

]]
+ h.c.

)
+O

(
1

δω3

)
. (D6)

The kick operator is given by

K(t) =
∑
j 6=0

V (j) 1

iδωj
eijδωt +O

(
1

δω2

)
. (D7)

which is first order in 1/δω. Hence, initial time or phase
dependent effects enter only for strong driving, as shown
in figure 15. To calculate Heff we move into a rotating
frame defined by

U(t) =e−i/2[(∆/~−δω)t+ϕ0] |L〉 〈L|
+ e−i/2[(∆/~+δω)t−ϕ0] |R〉 〈R| . (D8)

For our concrete setup, only the first V (j=±1) and second
V (j=±2) harmonics of the potential are non-vanishing.
We find the effective Hamilton Heff to second order in
Ω/~δω in the basis spanned by wave functions in left and
right wire (ΨL(x),ΨR(x)) to be

Heff(x) =
∑
n=L,R

[
~2

2m

(
−i∂x +

Ω2

(~δω)2
A(2)
n

)2

+

(
σn
2

(~δω −∆) +
Ω

~δω
ε(1)
n +

Ω2

(~δω)2
ε(2)
n

)]
|n〉 〈n|

+ e−iδkxx
[
κ(0) +

Ω2

(~δω)2
κ(2)

]
|L〉 〈R|+ h.c.

+O
(

Ω4

(~δω)3

)
(D9)

where σL ≡ 1 and σR ≡ −1. With the hopping matrix
elements Bnn′

Bnn′ ≡ 〈n|e−iδkxŷ|n′〉 , (D10)

we have obtained a constant second order gauge potential

Ω2

(~δω)2
A(2)
n = σn

Ω2

(~δω)2

|BLR|2

32
δky , (D11)

AC stark shifts of the individual levels

Ω

~δω
ε(1)
n = −σn

Ω2

~δω
|BLR|2

8
,

Ω2

(~δω)2
ε(2)
n =

Ω2

(~δω)2

[(
|Bnn|2

4
+

1

32
|BLR|2

) ~2δk2
y

2m

− σn
|BLR|2

16
(~δω −∆)

]
, (D12)

and the Raman induced couplings

κ(0) = Ω
BLR

2
,

Ω2

(~δω)2
κ(2) = − Ω3

(~δω)2

(
BLR

8
|BLL −BRR|2 (D13)

−B
∗
10

16
(BLL −BRR)

2
+
BLR
32
|BLR|2

)
.

The absolute value of the coupling J = H01
eff =

e−iδkxx
[
κ(0) + Ω2

(~δω)2κ
(2)
]
is shown to zeroth and second

order in Ω/~δω in Fig. 15. The bounding effect of the
higher order processes which involve on-site and multiple
intersite hopping processes is clearly visible. The driving
frequency has been chosen to obtain resonant tunneling
at the maximal amplitude, i.e. such the the Stark shifts
ε1 and ε2 are canceled when Ω is chosen to maximize J .
Note that the initial phase ϕ0 does not enter the effective
Hamiltonian Heff. In contrast, the kick operator depends
explicitly on ϕ0 and is given by

K(t, x) =
∑
n=L,R

Ω

2i~δω
ei(δωt−δkxx−ϕ0)Bnn |n〉 〈n|+ h.c.

+
Ω

4i~δω
ei(2δωt−δkxx−2ϕ0)BRL |R〉 〈L|+ h.c.

+O
(

Ω2

(~δω)2

)
. (D14)

It leads to phase dependent effects of order Ω/~δω. To
conclude, we compare our result (D9) to an approach
presented in Ref. [13]. Here, a non-perturbative resum-
mation of on-site hopping processes mediated by the ma-
trix elements Bnn was performed via a transformation
to another rotating frame. Time-averaging in this frame
yields the well-known Bessel function renormalization of
the coupling, keeps however only terms linear in BLR.
In our case, all matrix elements Bnn′ are of order unity.
Hence, a selective resummation of on-site processes does
not improve the agreement to the non-perturbative nu-
merical analysis. On the contrary, the inclusion of the
last term in (D13), neglected in Ref. [13], leads in our case
to a better agreement of the second order perturbation
theory than the partially resummed result of Ref. [13].
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